Introducing the Acquisition Gateway

The Acquisition Gateway, built by GSA, helps federal government buyers from all agencies act as one acquisition community. The Acquisition Gateway is a workspace that provides accurate, useful, and unbiased advice. It helps federal acquisition professionals learn what they need to know, connect with others to collaborate and communicate, and act to accomplish their tasks effectively. Our goal is to help make government acquisition great.

Organized to match the government’s category management structure, the Acquisition Gateway brings together expertise from industry and government grouped by product or service to give all government buyers a holistic view of the landscape. This leads to:

- Data-driven decisions
- Better purchasing options
- Taxpayer savings

The content in the Acquisition Gateway is developed for you and with you—the acquisition professional. Inside the Acquisition Gateway, you can find government-wide solution comparisons, connect with other acquisition professionals, and explore product and service category hallways. The hallways feature expert articles, templates, market research tools, prices paid data, and more to achieve successful outcomes at each step of the acquisition lifecycle.

Planning.
Market Research.
Procurement.

The journey that is the acquisition process is complex. Lots of information feeds into this process, and it comes from many sources. What if that information were in one place?
We encourage you to explore the solution comparisons, tools, templates, success stories, prices paid data, and more to achieve successful outcomes at each step of the acquisition lifecycle. We also encourage you to connect with your peers in the various communities on the Acquisition Gateway.

GSA is building the Acquisition Gateway with an agile approach that incorporates user-centered design and iterative development. We conduct continuous usability testing and encourage feedback from users, so that the Acquisition Gateway can grow and change to best serve your needs and the ever-changing acquisition climate.

Explore now at https://hallways.cap.gsa.gov

Current Hallways

- Administrative Support
- Professional Services
- Telecommunications
- Talent Development
- Small Package Delivery
- Employee Relocation
- IT Hardware
- Cleaning Supplies and Chemicals
- Freight
- IT Software
- Motor Vehicles
- IT Security
- Tools and Hardware
- Travel
- IT Services
- Workplace Environment
- Card Services
- Facilities Maintenance Services
- Security & Protection